Abstract-We study a routing game in which one of the players unilaterally acts altruistically by taking into consideration the latency cost of other players as well as his own. By not playing selfishly, a player can not only improve the other players' equilibrium utility but also improve his own equilibrium utility. To quantify the effect, we define a metric called the Value of Unilateral Altruism (VoU) to be the ratio of the equilibrium utility of the altruistic user to the equilibrium utility he would have received in Nash equilibrium if he were selfish. We show by example that the VoU, in a game with nonlinear latency functions and atomic players, can be arbitrarily large. Since the Nash equilibrium social welfare of this example is arbitrarily far from social optimum, this example also has a Price of Anarchy (PoA) that is unbounded. The example is driven by there being a small number of players since the same example with non-atomic players yields a Nash equilibrium that is fully efficient.
I. INTRODUCTION
The topic of network routing games has been studied extensively in recent years (e.g. [1] - [3] ). Some of these investigations consider network games for which there are so many users that the traffic of each user can be considered negligible -the players for such games are said to be non atomic. Other work considers routing games for which each player is the source of a significant amount of the network's traffic. These players are said to be atomic. The analysis of atomic routing games can be more complex than that of non atomic games since the routing choice of a single player can affect the delays seen by others.
The Price of Anarchy (PoA) [4] is one popular measure of the efficiency of equilibria for such games. It is defined as the ratio of the maximum social welfare that could be achieved if a social planner selected the strategies of all players versus the lowest social welfare achieved in Nash equilibrium. The literature shows that in many cases the PoA can be arbitrarily large, although there are several important classes of examples in which the PoA can be bounded. (For example, Roughgarden [5] , shows that routing games with non-atomic users and affine latency functions have a PoA of no more than 4/3.)
Naturally if players were not selfish, but instead all were striving to maximize social welfare, the equilibrium welfare could be much more efficient. However, an interesting question is what would happen if just one player chose not to be selfish and instead takes actions that consider the welfare of other players -in other words if he behaves altruistically. In this work we investigate the effects of unilateral altruism. We find by way of example that the effect of unilateral altruism can be arbitrarily large.
A selfish user chooses a path (or a set of paths) that minimizes his total cost without considering that their selection may degrade the performance of the other users in the system. This work was supported by the NSF under grant CNS-0953884.
However in practice players may not play like this. Experimental studies [6] - [8] have shown that even in simple games in a controlled environment, players do not always act selfishly, for example they can show reciprocity, act out of spite, or be altruistic. Several explanations have been considered for such behaviour of players. Fehr [9] , [10] argues that players act out of a perception of fairness and thus they consider a utility function that captures the costs of other players. Models of altruism and spite are discussed in [7] , [8] , [11] , [12] etc. Most of the related models are discussed by Sobel in [6] . The fact that the social welfare observed in experimental trials is often better than that predicted by finding the Nash equilibrium of a model with selfish players is one reason to consider a model in which players act out of altruism. Since the players often interact over a longer period than that modeled in a one-shot game, players have a reason to play more cooperatively.
In this work, we focus on altruistic behaviour with atomic users. We consider a simple model where the perceived cost of a user is a linear combination of the other user's cost, as we proposed in [13] . We show that unilaterally altruism drastically increases the altruistic player's equilibrium utility. It is obvious that if all players are altruistic then the equilibrium utility can be improved, however it is surprising to observe a large improvement by a single player's altruistic action. However, it needs to be emphasized that the improvement only happens if the other players change their strategies in accordance with the belief that the altruistic player will truly be altruistic. In some sense, the altruistic player has to "credibly commit" to being altruistic.
In section II we present the system model and key definitions. We present an example to motivate the problem by showing very high price of anarchy in section III. Section IV analyzes a two user selfish game. In section V, we introduce and analyze the altruistic routing game. In section VI, we extend our model to a more general topology with n nodes and investigate the impact of altruism. Finally, we summarize with concluding remarks in section VII.
II. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a network G = (V, L), where a set of nodes V are connected by set of directed links L ⊆ V × V. We denote v s ∈ S ⊆ V, v d ∈ D ⊆ V distinct nodes that are called source nodes and destination nodes, respectively. A route R ∈ R is a directed path with distinct nodes that connects a source and a destination. For every link l ∈ L and a route R, we write l ∈ r whenever l is a part of route R.
A set I = {1, 2, ..., I} of users share the network (V, L). We consider that each source node v s is associated with a user i, which ships a throughput demand of average data rate r i to a common destination associated with node v d . User i splits its fixed demand r i among the paths (routes) connecting the source to the destination, so as to optimize some individual performance objective. We assume that there exist at least one route from v s to v d . Let x i l denote the expected flow that user i sends on link l. The vector of flows x i = (x i l ) l∈L that user i sends onto each path is called the routing strategy of user i. The set of strategies of user i that satisfy the user's demand and preserve its flow at all nodes is called the strategy space of user i and is denoted by X i , that is: ) is called a routing strategy profile and takes values in the product strategy space X = ⊗ i∈I X i . Every link l ∈ L is associated with a separable latency cost function T l (x l ) : R → R which is assumed to be piecewise differentiable, convex, increasing, and T l (x l ) ≥ 0 for every x l > 0. The queueing network interpretation is that T l (x l ) is the delay incurred by traffic crossing link l, or alternatively it can be read as the cost per unit of traffic when the load in link l is x l .
Latency function: We consider the following latency function types in this paper:
We define the function with offset o in parametric form as
Unless stated otherwise, we use o = 0, 0 < δ 1, refer to Fig. 2 . The E type latency function posses several features that makes in mathematically tractable, e.g., piece-wise linearity, convexity. It turns out that a steep slope of elbow function causes users to react for even small flow changes which plays a key role in the latter sections. This is why, we designed the elbow function in a way so that the per-unit cost of traffic can increase very rapidly. This is also not unlike the delay in most queueing models such as M/M/1 delay function.
Load Balancing (LB) Network: We introduced a network topology called the "load balancing network" [13] , where two users located one at each of the two nodes, called source nodes, deliver their demand to a common destination node as pictured in Fig. 1(a) .
In this paper, we associate E type latency with l 1 , l 2 while we associate A type latency with l 12 , l 21 . One of the reasons of such modeling is that, typically source-destination links are standard queueing network links with limited capacity (approximated by E type). The interconnecting/cross links are meant for balancing skewed loads on the local links. Thus, it is of high capacity but are expensive by provision (approximated by type A).
User Cost: Let J i (x) be the cost of user i under routing strategy profile x. The total cost to user i is the sum of the separable link costs, given as
The objective of each user i is to find an admissible routing strategy x i ∈ X i so as to minimize his cost. Later we consider 
A. Nash equilibrium
Each user in this framework minimizes his own cost functions which leads to the concept of Nash equilibrium. The minimization problem here depends on the routing decision of other users, i.e., their routing strategy
is called a Nash equilibrium if for each user i,x i minimizes the cost function given that other users' routing decisions arex j , j = i. In other words,
where X i is the routing strategy space of user i. Social Optimum: A centralized or coordinated solution is referred to as social optimum 1 , which can be expressed as:
Price of Anarchy (PoA): A well known way to quantify the equilibrium inefficiency of a non-cooperative game (in the sense of [4] ). The Price of Anarchy is defined ( [2] , [4] ) as the ratio of worst case cost at Nash equilibrium when users are selfish to the cost at social optimum. Therefore,
where x SE denotes the set of equilibrium flow configurations when users are "selfish".
III. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
In this section we illustrate the inefficiency of noncooperative equilibrium with the help of a simple example and point out the key reason for the inefficiency to motivate the detailed investigation. We also note that the inefficiency appears only for the atomic users.
Consider a LB network (in Fig. 1 (a)) with two selfish users, u 1 and u 2 , at source nodes 1 and 2 respectively, having identical demand rates r 1 = r 2 = r, which is to be dispatched to the destination node 3. Since, link l 1 is the most direct way for user 1 to reach the destination, we refer to link l 1 his "local link". Similarly, we refer to link l 2 as user 2's local link. We refer to links l 12 and l 21 as "cross" links.
Example: Let the latency function be as shown in Fig. 2 , which is expressed as:
We can easily observe that the social optimum is achieved when users use only local links. This is so because any positive flow on cross links add additional latency while retaining the total latency (due to flow) on links l 1 and l 2 remains unchanged. However, when users are selfish, each user optimize its own utility. We illustrate by way of iteratively finding the best responses of the two selfish players why they end up putting a large fraction of their traffic on the cross links, which is the cause of inefficiency. Let the initial flow be {r, r}, and the corresponding initial cost of users are {L, L} = {0.1, 0.1}. Let u 1 pushes δ amount of flow to l 2 to bring his local link flow below the knee (see Fig. 2 ), which results in T 1 (.) = 0. On the other hand, the total flow in l 2 raised to r+δ which results in
The updated cost of u 1 is J 1 = δc + δ · 2L = 0.12, which is much lower than previous cost 0.1. However, the cost of u 2 has increased from 0.1 to (1 − 10 −3 ) ≈ 0.2, almost doubled. In turn u 2 will reciprocate by pushing 2δ unit of flow to l 1 to bring his local link latency below the knee, which reduces his cost drastically to 2δ · (2L + c) ≈ 0.003, but raises the cost of u 1 to (1 − δ)2L + δc ≈ 0.2. Due to this raise in cost, again u 1 will push 2δ amount of flow to l 2 in order to bring his local link latency below the knee. This process will keep repeating till the flow configuration reaches to x SE ≈ {0.5, 0.5}, after which none of the users benefit by deviating even a small amount of traffic from their local link. In other words, x SE is the Nash equilibrium. The total cost incurred by any user at x SE is ≈ 0.5 · (0.1 + 1) = 0.55, which is much higher (≈ 50 times) than the cost at social optimum (= 0.1), i.e., P oA ≈ 50.
We demonstrated by a simple LB Network example that selfish routing with atomic users can be significantly inefficient. In the following, we show that it can be even worse and can be arbitrarily large for atomic users. We also show that this is not the case with non-atomic users, suggesting that it is the ability of a user to chase the latency of the links with his strategy that drives the example.
IV. TWO USER SYMMETRIC GAME
In this section we establish results showing the inefficiency of selfish routing games by analyzing the two user LB network game. In the later sections, we construct and analyze the model in which users are altruistic, which exposes our key findings.
We consider a sequence of LB network examples indexed by m ≥ 1. Consider a LB Network of three nodes as shown in Fig. 1(a) with the E type and A type latency functions as follows:
where c m > L > δ m > 0 and c m < r L δm for all m . The sequence δ m decreases and tends to zero such that the gradient L δm → ∞ as m → ∞. Similarly, c m is an increasing sequence such that latency of cross link can be made very high for sufficiently large m. One example of such sequence can be δ m = δ m and c m = c m . It turns out to be important that the gradient L δm be larger than the cross-link latency c m , but the cross-link latency c m be bigger than the latency of the local links when the flow is r, which is L.
Using (1), the cost of users are given by,
A. Selfish Routing Game with Atomic Users
Lemma 4.1: Consider two atomic users of identical demands on a load balancing network ( Fig. 1(a) ) at node 1 and node 2 with the associated latency given by (3). In the two user selfish routing game, there exists a unique Nash equilibrium, given by
where
is the ratio of unit latency of cross links to the marginal latency of local links. By abuse of notation, above we denoted x SE as the equilibrium flow.
Proof: The proof of Lemma 4.1 uses techniques of Non Zero Sum Games (NZSG) [14] . We solve the game by explicitly computing the intersecting point of the best responses. The Nash equilibrium for the selfish game corresponds to the solution to the following minimization problem
The cost of user 1 and 2 in the above equation can be expressed as follows:
The compactness of the strategy set X with the concavity and continuity of the objective function J i (.) imply the existence of a Nash equilibrium (see [14, Thm. 4.4] ). A formal proof of existence is provided in [13] . We provide the proof of unique Nash equilibrium for a general n node LB network (n user) in Lemma 6.1. Therefore, we conclude that there exist unique equilibrium for the problem P 1 , as it is a special case of Lemma 6.1 with n = 2. Therefore, if we can compute a Nash equilibrium, then that is the only Nash equilibrium. We can observe that a symmetric Nash equilibrium exist due the symmetric structure of P 1 . In the following, we compute the symmetric Nash equilibrium.
1) Computation of symmetric Nash equilibrium:
We compute the best response for each player to compute the equilibrium. The best responses can be given by BR 1 (x 2 2 ) = arg min
where (with some abuse of notation 2 ) we denote the internal solutions by a * and b * . By the internal solution, we mean 0 < 2 a * is represented in short for a * (x 2 2 ) and b * in short for b * (x 1 1 ).
∂x2 , and
Exploiting the symmetry we note x 1 = x 2 = r, g(x 1 ) = g(x 2 ) = g(r), and F (x 1 ) = F (x 2 ) = 0 at equilibrium. Therefore, the equilibrium flow can be given by
2) Using (4), the equilibrium cost can be given by
This concludes the proof.
Proposition 4.1:
The Price of Anarchy of two atomic users on LB network ( Fig. 1(a) ) with the associated elbow latency function of (3) and with identical demands is given by
The PoA can be arbitrarily large for large enough m.
Proof:
Recall the definition of price of anarchy from (2)
One can easily observe that at social optimum (OPT) only local links are used. Therefore, the user cost J
OP T i
at social optima is given as J
Therefore, the price of anarchy for any m can be given by
Note that c m increases and ζ m decreases with m. Hence, P oA can be arbitrary large for large enough m.
B. Selfish Routing Game with Non-Atomic Users
We consider large number of selfish users at each nodes. The demand of each user is assumed very small such that choice of a single user has negligible impact on the system performance. The latency observed by a user is the sum of the link latency that a user traverse to reach to the destination node. Each user would choose a route so as to minimize its latency at equilibrium.
Proposition 4.2:
The Price of Anarchy for the routing game on the LB network with non-atomic selfish users and associated latency given by (3) and with identical demands is equal to 1 for any m.
The bounded PoA is achieved because the user's use only their local links. This is because the latency observed by a user via a cross link is larger as compared to the case when he chose his local link. However, such direct intuition is not possible in case of atomic users. The proof of Lemma 4.2 is based on variational inequality at Wardrop equilibrium in the similar lines of [2] (refer appendix A).
Interestingly, the social welfare for selfish routing games with atomic users is unbounded whereas in similar settings it corresponds to social optimum for non-atomic users.
V. ALTRUISTIC ROUTING GAME
In this section, we consider routing games when users are not entirely selfish, but rather altruistic. Each user minimizes the perceived cost, a weighted sum of his own cost and other users' cost (we proposed this model in [13] ). The weight coefficient is called degree of Cooperation (DoC).
Definition 5.1: Let α i k be the degree of cooperation of user i with user k. The perceived cost is a convex combination of the users' cost from the set I as follows:
We can express the DoC vector of user i as
Based on the DoC, we can view the following properties for user i, Note that, although a user cooperates with others, he minimizes his own perceived cost. Therefore, this formulation allows us to analyze the game using the conventional techniques of non cooperative game theory, e.g., Nash equilibrium, etc.
A. Unilateral Altruism
We call user i unilaterally altruistic, if he cooperates with other users irrespective of whether the other users are cooperative or non cooperative with user i. More precisely, let all users j = i be selfish and user i be unilaterally altruistic with degree of cooperation vector α i , then α = { e 1 , · · · , α i , · · · , e |I| }. The perceived cost by user i and user j = i can be expressed aŝ
Let x SE denote the set of Nash equilibrium flow vectors for the selfish routing game. Then, the best selfish Nash equilibrium flow can be given by x SE = arg min x∈x SEĴ i (x, e i ). Similarly, let x AL αi be the set of Nash equilibrium flows 3 (using (6)) when user i is unilaterally altruistic with DoC α i and all the other users are selfish. Recall that, an altruistic player truly commits his strategy to be altruistic such that the other players can change their strategy in accordance to this belief.
Definition 5.2 (VoU):
We quantify the benefit of unilateral altruism by the term Value of Unilateral Altruism (VoU), which is defined as the ratio of the best selfish equilibrium cost 3 Existence of equilibrium with unilateral altruism is guaranteed since the strategy set is compact and continuous, and the cost function is concave [14] .
to his best equilibrium cost when he is unilaterally altruistic. Loosely speaking, V oU measures the extent of benefit that a selfish user can achieve by becoming altruistic. Mathematically, we can express
Notice that the equilibrium is obtained based on minimization of perceived cost but the V oU is related to the actual cost incurred by the user. By VoU we identify the bound on the improvement that a user may achieve by becoming altruistic (if altruism is beneficial for the user). Note that, when there exists unique equilibrium with an altruistic user, the V oU corresponds to the α i that minimizes the equilibrium cost. However, when there exist multiple equilibria, the V oU corresponds to the best equilibria at its corresponding α i . By definition, we have x SE ⊆ x AL αi , therefore the feasible values of V oU(i) must be ≥ 1. V oU(i) = 1 indicates, either no improvement or degradation with altruism as compared to the selfish situation. The more interesting is the case of V oU(i) > 1, which corresponds to the situation when a unilaterally altruistic user improves his cost as compared to he being selfish. This is nonintuitive, as an altruistic user is generally expected to incur more cost. In the following, we illustrate that one can achieve drastic improvement by being unilaterally altruistic.
Proposition 5.1: Suppose user 1 is altruistic in a two user routing game on a LB Network ( Fig. 1(a) ) with the associated latency given by (3) and with identical demand. The "Value of unilateral altruism" of user 1, V oU (1), is arbitrarily large for sufficiently large m.
The following steps establishes the unboundedness of V oU (1) . The selfish users incur unbounded cost at equilibrium (unique), see Lemma 4.1. Therefore, a bounded equilibrium cost of user 1 when he is unilaterally altruistic implies the proposition. However, there can be multiple equilibria with altruism but due to unbounded J SE 1 (.), the V oU(1) still remains unbounded even if there exist other equilibria since VoU was defined using the infinimum across multiple equilibria. Using these arguments we show V oU (1) 2 ) = (r, r − δ) is an equilibrium with unilateral altruism for a set of α ∈ Γ. The equilibrium cost is unbounded.
Proof:
In an altruistic routing game, users minimize their perceived cost (Ĵ i (.)). It is interesting to note that although the perceived cost is minimized non-cooperatively, the effect of altruism appears due the coupling through the cost. Therefore, the Nash equilibrium of this two user game can be expressed by the following equivalent problem:
where the perceived cost of users (when user 1 is altruistic) can be expressed asĴ
Existence of equilibrium is direct from the compact strategy set X and concave and continuity of the cost functionĴ i (x) [14] .
In this altruistic equilibrium, we are interested in an equilibrium which can improve the user's cost as the selfish equilibrium cost is very large. It turns out that the cost becomes unbounded or large only when a significant amount of flow is routed thorough cross link, which is the main reason of inefficiency. Therefore, a bounded cost can be achieved only when one can restrict almost all the flow to one's local link. In this spirit an altruistic game can achieve the equilibrium flow to be (x 1 1 , x 2 2 ) = (r, r − δ) for at least some β, because it can result in bounded cost.
We call x i i = r as "load taker" strategy because user i does not reciprocate (send back flow) in response to any flow sent to his local link, i.e., he takes all the load. Similarly, x i i = r − δ is the so called "delta load taker" strategy as it only pushes enough flow to the other link so that his local link gets to the knee, provided the other player does not push back. We aim to show that (x 1
Notice that the J 2 (p) has discontinuity only at x 2 2 = r − δ. The marginal cost can be given as
2 ): The cost of u 1 for a delta load taker strategy of u 2 is given by (let denote x 1 1 = p and x
At p = r − (less than and close to r), we have
Plugging the values in (9), we obtain
where the set Γ turns out to be a non empty set, given by (
. Therefore, we can state that BR 1 (r − δ) = r, for β ∈ Γ.
Therefore, together it constitute the Nash equilibrium. Denoting the equilibrium flow byx AL , and cost of user 1 as J 1 (x AL ), we havex AL = (r, r − δ), for β ∈ Γ,
The set of equilibria is denoted by x AL when there exist multiple equilibria. Denote x AL ∈ x AL such that
Computation of V oU: Using (5) and (9), and the definition 5.2, we can express
The last inequality is from (11) . The quantity rL+(r/2−ζm)cm 2rL
can be arbitrarily large for large m. This concludes the proof.
Note that by showing unilateral altruism, not only the altruistic user is able to improve his cost by keeping it bounded, rather the other selfish user also enjoy his improved cost which also remains bounded. This way, even the selfish user also get drastic benefit due to altruistic user's action.
VI. VOU FOR N PLAYERS
From the discussion of previous sections, one might think that the benefit of altruism (the unbounded VoU) is restricted to a two user scenario and it may disappear for a larger number of users. In this spirit we investigate for n user game in this section. We are able to construct a LB type network of n + 1 nodes, shown in Figs. 1(a) , on which the property of unbounded V oU is retained when a user is unilaterally altruistic. Note that one could trivially construct an example with 2 users with 1 unit of traffic and n-2 users with a tiny amount of traffic, and end up with an example that is almost the same as our 2 user example. However, in this section, we will construct an example in which we have N players, all of which have non-negligible traffic.
Consider that n users (a user at each node) have identical demands to be dispatched to a common destination node (marked as n+1 th node). We compute the selfish routing game performance and subsequently study the performance with an altruistic user. It is intuitive that if all users turn altruistic then the efficiency of selfish equilibrium can be improved. In the earlier sections we studied the game with two users. However, it is more complex to study for n users. We chose a symmetric network, which is more tractable. We find that even in case of n users, the benefit of a single user's altruism is significant. We formally establish our findings with the help from the following lemma and proposition. 1 2 Fig. 3 . A LB type network with n source nodes and a destination node.
Lemma 6.1:
The PoA for the n player selfish routing game on a LB network (Fig. 3) with the latency function as in (3), and with identical demands is arbitrarily large for sufficiently large m. The proof follows by first transforming the given network into a two node network with parallel links, then invoking the uniqueness result from [1, Theorem 1]. Further, exploiting the symmetric structure we obtain the NEP for selfish users and the social optimum. Using these we prove that PoA can be arbitrarily large (refer to appendix B).
Proposition 6.1: Consider a user (say user i = 1) being unilaterally altruistic while other n users are selfish in a LB network (Fig. 3) , where all other users are selfish users with identical demands and latency as in (3) . The "Value of unilateral altruism" of the altruistic user, V oU(i), is arbitrarily large for sufficiently large m.
Proof:
The proof follows the similar techniques as that in proposition 5.1 and using lemma 6.1. The equivalent problem for the n user altruistic routing game considered can be expressed as (similar as in proposition 5.1) P n :
where the perceived cost of users (when user i is altruistic) can be given byĴ
Existence of an equilibrium is direct from the compact strategy set X and concave and continuity of the cost functionĴ i (x) [14] . Following the approach of proposition 5.1, we show that the load taker strategy of altruistic user and delta load taker strategy of other users constitutes a Nash equilibrium. Since this equilibrium yields a bounded cost for altruistic user, V oU is be arbitrarily large for large m.
Let index altruistic user by i and selfish users by j( = i) = 1, · · · , n. We compute the best response for both type users.
Computation of BR j (x i i = r) : The cost of a selfish user (u j ) for a load taker strategy of user i is given by (let denote
Since the latency function is discontinuous, the cost function can be re-expressed as follows
Noting the discontinuity only at x j j = r − δ, the marginal cost can be given as
.We note that B 1 m (p) > 0 for sufficiently large m. Hence, the best response is a delta load taker strategy, i.e., BR j (r) = r − δ.
Computation of BR i (x j j = r − δ): The cost of the altruistic user (u i ) for a delta load taker strategy of u j is given by (let denote
where,
− (less than and close to r) then
Therefore, below we examine if ∂Ĵi ∂p < 0 holds true at p = r − .
The derivative ofĴ i (p) is
Plugging the values of g(.) and T (.) in (11), we obtain
where the set Γ = (
Therefore, together it constitute the Nash equilibrium. Denoting the equilibrium flow byx AL , and cost of user i as
Computation of V oU: Using (5) and (11), and the definition 5.2, we can express
can be arbitrarily large for large m.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND PERSPECTIVE
Our investigation in this work reveals the benefits of unilateral altruism in a network routing game. We showed with the help of a simple example with two users that if one user becomes altruistic, his equilibrium utility drastically improves. An improvement by unilateral altruism is itself non-intuitive. Moreover, the improvement by altruism is drastic, which is quite surprising. To quantify this we proposed a metric, "Value of Unilateral Altruism". We also showed that the benefit of unilateral altruism is possible when there are n players each of whom have a non-negligible amount of traffic.
APPENDIX

A. Proof of Lemma 4.2
Proof: Consider non-atomic type users at source node 1 and source node 2 with a total demand rate of r each to be dispatched to the destination node 3.
Let p ∈ P denote a path that a user can take from a source node to destination node and T p (.) denote the cumulative latency observed for the path. The concept of road traffic wardrop equilibrium, originally introduced by Wardrop [15] , which is the selfish equilibrium for non-atomic users in network traffic, is defined in terms of variational inequality as
where A = min p∈P T p (x). The Wardrop equilibrium falls into the category of potential games with an infinite number of users and can be expressed by a single convex optimization [16] . Hence, there exist a unique equilibrium.
There are two possible paths from source node 1 to destination node: a) through l 1 ; and, b) through l 3 → l 2 . Path Similarly, from source node 2 following are the feasible paths: c) through l 2 ; and, d) through l 4 → l 1 . Using (12), we can easily see that at equilibrium the set P = {a, c}, i.e., only local links are used. Therefore, the equilibrium flow is given by x * = {x 1 * , x 2 * } = {r, r} and the latency cost experienced by a user is T 1 (.) = L and total cost of users from a source node equals r k=1 T 1 (.) = rL. Clearly, the user's cost is bounded and equal to the social optimum at Wardrop equilibrium.
B. Proof of Lemma 6.1
Proof: In order to compute PoA, we need to compute the worst equilibrium cost for selfish user and the cost at social optimum. To do so, We go in the following steps: i) We show that there exist unique Nash equilibrium for selfish users; ii) Since there can be only one equilibrium, we exploit the symmetric property and compute the Nash equilibrium. Obviously, this can be used for worst equilibrium cost of PoA computation; iii) Finally, we note that the social optimum is unique, the PoA follows by directly comparing the ration of selfish equilibrium and social optimum.
We allowed arbitrary number of node and a user associated with each user, as shown in Figs. 3 . The Nash equilibrium for the selfish game corresponds to the solution to the following minimization problem
